BuzzWord Search – Find the secret sentence!

Find all the BuzzWords in this puzzle. Once you’ve found all the BuzzWords, the leftover letters will make up a secret sentence. Can you find what that is?

Words may go across or back, up or down, and diagonally up or down in the grid.

BuzzWord list:

- app
- defriend
- facebook
- facepalm
- Generation Y
- green
- hat tip
- meh
- meme
- m-learning
- occupy
- OMG
- subprime
- staycation
- toxic
- tweet up
- WAG
- wiki

Want to know what these BuzzWords mean? Click on each word or visit our BuzzWord archive to learn more about BuzzWords and their meaning.

More BuzzWord activities can be found on onestopenglish.com

This wordsearch is a free resource provided to you by Macmillan Dictionary, a division of Macmillan Education. For more information about BuzzWords, visit www.macmillandictionary.com